
Is Highmount House one of the most beautiful city centre
buildings in Lancaster? We think so. This spacious 2-bed
apartment features elegant high ceilings, a beautiful city
outlook to the front (perfect as a home office) and comes
with private parking. Highmount House is very special...

£130,000
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Flat 9 Highmount House
High Street, Lancaster, Lancashire, LA1 1LA



A brief description
This beautiful 1st floor apartment boasts
two bedrooms, a fantastic open living
room with space to dine and kitchen just
off. 

The bathroom i s  a  good s i ze  and
features a 3 piece suite. The decoration
throughout is tasteful and fitting for the
period of home, combining this with the
period features on show, makes for a
gorgeous apartment.

An al located parking space in the
private car park to the rear is provided,
being in the City Centre - this is a real
bonus!

Key Features
• Grade II listed City centre apartment

• Two bedrooms

• Open living space

• Electric heating

• 3 piece bathroom

• Fitted kitchen

• Allocated parking space

• Council tax band B

Where is Highmount House?
Highmount House has an enviable location on the edge of the city, a residential
location that is very popular with professionals, couples and academics. 

It is within walking distance of both the city centre with its shopping ( fresh bread is
baked daily at a nearby bakery ), cultural entertainment and the canal which
provides pleasing countryside walks. 

Its favourable position also allows for easy access out of the city to the motorways but
is also very convenient for commuters, with the train station being within
approximately 5 minutes walking distance.
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Step inside
Accessed from the rear of the building, Flat 9 is situated on the first floor. Make your
way through the communal entrance and up the stairs to the apartment front
door. 

Within the communal areas you will start to recognise the period features, this
stunning building displays, both inside and out.

Step into the apartment and find yourself in the hallway connecting the living
areas and second bedroom, with the bathroom and master bedroom. Great
storage space is on offer within, accessed from the hallway itself.

Living areas
Take a left into the main living space and immediately notice the high ceilings
and beautiful cornicing. The towering original sash window allows an abundance
of natural light within, creating a bright and airy living space.

Room is afforded for large comfy furniture along with an area for a table and
chairs - perfect for entertaining family and friends. 

Just off the living area, partially separated by an arch, is the fitted kitchen. Space
for all the necessary appliances is available, along with plenty of cabinetry and
preparation areas.

Bedrooms and bathroom
The second bedroom of the apartment is tucked away just off the living room.
Overlooking the front of the property, this good sized bedroom once again benefits
from a large sash window allowing plenty of natural light within. Currently being
used as guest room and study area.

Make your way back out to the hallway and take a left into the bathroom. Briefly
comprising of a bath with electric shower over, toilet and wash basin - this part
tiled bathroom is a great size and in good condition.

Head further along the hallway to the rear of the apartment where you will find the
master bedroom. A truly fantastic sized master bedroom with fitted wardrobes.
Space for a large double bed and furniture to suit is available and the room itself is
kept light and inviting due to the double sash windows overlooking the rear of the
home.

Parking
Highmount House benefits from having a private parking space to the rear. There
are communal area's for both bicycle storage and bin store.

Extra Information
- Leasehold Grade II listed building
- Lease length is 999 years from 1993
- Monthly service charge and ground rent of £75.00
- Allocated parking spot
- Electric heaters throughout

Office: 01524 843322

What we like
Grade II listed, two bedrooms and a
central location....what's not to like?
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